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Insights are key components of overall
Customer Centricity framework
Customer Centricity Mindset addressed along three levers

Customer surveys
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Ask & Listen
… to broaden and
deepen customer
information & insights

Raise the Voice
of the
Customer

Activate New
Solutions

… to guide actions
and decisions

… to better meet
customers’ needs

Customer Centricity guides and permeates all Medical/
Commercial initiatives and should have support by senior
management
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Insights Generation
Here is what we mean by “Insight”

A discovery of a fundamental truth (Aha!) about our target
customers that we can leverage for competitive advantage
and to drive growth.

 Insights reveal a deep discovery about the customer that can be

leveraged to position your product information in a meaningful way

 Great insights go beyond what the HCPs say and do and even go
beyond their current behaviours and choices

 Instead, great insights impact future choices, attitudes and
behaviours
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MSL – Continuum of Activities
Pre-Launch

Launch

Post-Launch

KOL relationship management (Identify, interact and engage)
Scientific exchange and education
Respond to unsolicited off-label requests (KOLs  other health care professionals)
Interface with internal medical - scientific education (develop & deliver)
Advisory boards
Scientific symposia, congresses (MA booth)
Research – phase III
Field intelligence / monitor trends/developments
Slide development - disease state, formulary
Interact with cross functional partners - Sales, Marketing, other
Grand rounds, round tables and journal clubs
Identify and interact with speakers (training)
Formulary, HEOR, & Market Access scientific presentations
Issue management (safety, adverse events)
Research – phase IV, ISSs, publications
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Pharma MSLs operate in a complex &
convoluted customer environment
We define customers as:
“All external stakeholders that benefit from or influence and
potentially decide on the use of our products and services.”
Consumers
Buying Customers
Treatment
Decision
Makers

Distributors

Hospital
Pharmacists

Wholesalers

Pharmacists

Patients

CROs

Prescribing
Physicians

Nurses

Thought
Leaders

Patient
Associations

Non-prescribing
Physician

Caregivers

R&D
Collaborators
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Formulary
Committee

Academia

Access Decision Makers &
Influencers
Legislator

HTA Bodies

Regulators

Payers

Managed Care
Organization

P&R Decision
Makers

Guideline
Bodies

Health
Authorities

Journalists /
Analysts

Influencers

Insights Generation
Let’s Look a Little Closer

Discovery

To discover an insight you usually have to go deeper than just listening to
what your customer says; you need to uncover what they are thinking
and why they behave as they do.

Fundamental
truth (Aha!)

An insight will uncover WHY they behave as they do - usually through
understanding an emotional motivation based on deeply held attitudes
and beliefs.

Target
customers

Competitive
advantage
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Fundamental truth (Aha!)It’s important to be clear on WHO the insight is
about. You may need different insights for multiple target customers - for
example a physician insight and a patient insight.
The insight should be something that your brand is uniquely placed to exploit
that can give you competitive advantage - not a generic category truth.

Insights Generation
Findings and Insights – A Comparison
Finding

Insight

A customer’s
articulated behaviour
(functional)

Captures an
unarticulated truth
regarding the “why’s”
behind the behaviour.
(emotional)

What customers are
doing now

Affects behaviour in
the future

Factual information

Applies knowledge to
the facts
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How to get from observations to insights?
Observation
WHAT the customer said or did
 A statement or fact
 Comes straight from a research report
or own experience/inspection
 No interpretation or little interpretation
 Description of customer's behaviour

Insight
WHY the customer said or did it
 Desire, need, belief or feeling
 Accurate appreciation of customers’
reality
 Fresh perspective, even if obvious
 Opens up opportunities

Why?
What do you mean?
So what?
Why is that important?
How does that make you feel?
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Generate Insights

Go deep to identify real insight
Development process leads to selection of most promising insight
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D

Discovery

 Fresh, that you didn’t know or
didn’t appreciate before

E

Enduring

 Has a sustainable truth

E

Exploitable

 Can be actioned for competitive
advantage and differentiation

P

Penetrating

 Goes beyond the observation

E

Exciting

 Feels right, brings a smile to your face

R

Relevant

 Your target segment would find it
compelling and your brand can own it

MSL Insights – planning – interactions process

9
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Insight process – generating value
through in field intellegence

DPO = Data Point opportunities
1
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Insights Generation – guiding Thoughts
 Build ability to recognize the
information that is important
to generate insights.
 Understand the link
between concerns for the
Thought Leader and
Insights for the wider HCP
group.
 Develop the skills required
to understand and
investigate insights, to
benefit HCP’s and Patients
of Mutual Interest, as well
as Pharma Co
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Judge a man by his questions
rather than by his answers

”

Voltaire

”

”

If you ask big open-ended
questions, expect big open-ended
answers
Barack Obama
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”

Socratic Questioning
To know and to reveal what
TL has in mind is very
important to build up
trustworthy relationship and
get good insights.

Expanding Questions

Initial
answer

- Why?
- More specifically?

Drilling-down
Questions

- How?
- Then?
- What if?
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- What else?
- How about…?

Which is the insight?

A

Young people admire the talent and self belief of their
sporting heroes.

B
Wearing the same gear is a way of tapping into their
energy and supporting their own self belief
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Which is the insight?

A
People want the freedom to enjoy music wherever they
are

B
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People spend more time listening to music out of
home than at home

Which is the insight?

A

B
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People like to get an average of 10 results for every
search they make

People want to find what they are looking for, not
search for it

Generate Insights

Go deep to identify real insight
Development process leads to selection of most promising insight
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Generate Insights

Select most promising insight following the
development process
Collecting

Drilling

Spotting

Clusters & Themes

Alternatives

Nuggets

 Review relevant
data

 Select clusters with
highest potential

 Review drilling
mind-map

 Note important
information &
interpretation on
post-it

 Drill into alternative
directions

 Identify nuggets that
may be the basis of
an insight

 Cluster post-its
along themes
 Each cluster is then
named

Crafting

Evaluation
Statements
 Focus on nugget s
with the customer
challenge in mind
 Craft insight
statements for
nuggets
 Each team presents
its most powerful
insight statement(s)
to the group
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Selecting

 Participant rank the
statements that
represent the most
valuable insight
 Three top
statements win –
but none will be
discarded

Specify Issue

Distill customer challenge related to the
business issue
Overall business issue

Customer behavior

 Which barriers or opportunities to be
addressed/ resolved within the business?
 What is the customers’ behavior that is
driving the business issue?

Customer attitudes &
beliefs

 What are the customer beliefs, attitudes or
feelings driving their behavior?

Customer challenge

 Which decision and actions would we like
the customer to take?
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Impact

Define clear actions based on generated
insights
Category
Sales
Samples
Sales support
Events &
conventions

Actions
Field force calls / detailing
Sampling of drug and/or devices
Detail aids and personal selling tools
Direct marketing
Conventions / congresses & symposia
Fairs and exhibitions
Meetings and events
Internet

Advertising & PR

Medical education
MA activities
Other
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General media advertising
Sponsoring and support programs
Medical / outcome / phase 4 studies
Market shaping (educational events etc.)
Activities targeted at government / HTA
Activities targeted at payors
Non-targeted and other activities

Thank you!
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